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The aim here is to show how to obtain many of the well-known limit results (i.e,, central limit 
theorem, law of the iterated logarithm, invariance principle) of stochastic approximation (SA) 
by a shorter argument and under weaker conditions. The idea is to introduce an artificial sequence, 
related to the SA scheme, and which clearly obeys the limit law. This sequence is subtracted 
from the SA scheme and then simple deterministic limit theory is used to show the remainder 
is negligible. As a consequence of this approach proofs are shorter and the meaning of conditions 
becomes clearer. Because the difference equations are not summed up it is simple to state results 
for general a,, c, sequences. 
Stochastic approximation 
invariance piinciple 
stochastic differential equation 
0. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the well-known limit laws for both the 
Robbins-Monro (RM) and Kiefer-Wolfowitz (KW) stochastic approximation (SA) 
schemes viz. central limit theorem (CLT) [16], law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) 
[5] and invariance principle (IP) [S, 9,131. The idea here is to introduce an artificial 
sequence, related to the SA scheme, and which clearly obeys the desired limit law. 
This sequence is subtracted from the SA scheme and then simple detenrinistic 
limit theory is used to show the remainder is asymptotically negligible. A:, q result 
of this approach it is straightforward to state results for general a,, cn sequences. 
Further, the conditions required for the validity of the theorems, are not obscured 
by the summing Iprocedure so that their nature is clearly revealed. Thus the CLT/IP 
are given without a.s. convergence of the SA being required (though strong assump- 
tions on the regression functions are needed): the usual conditions cy at < cm, 
CT a;/& < 00 are not required. They are needed of course for the LIL. The ensuing 
discussion is for the KW procedure though the argument is near identical for the 
RM scheme: details are given in [ 18). 
* This work was completed at the Department of Statistics, JAS, The Australian National University. 
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I. Preliminaries 
Recall that the KW procedure is a recursive method of finding the maximum 8 
of a function M(x) when M(x) is unknown. For each trial value x there is, however, 
a noisy measurement Y(x) with E( Y(A)) = M(x). Generate a sequence of approxi- 
mations by 
X .+1~xn-~nc,‘(Yn~x,-c,)-Y,(x,+c,)) 
where a,, c,, are sequences of positive numbers with at least, cy a, = 00, cn + 0, 
a&i + 0. It is assumed that the conditional distribution of Y,, (Xn f c,) given 
Xl = Xl, . . . , X,, = xn is the same as the distribution of Y(X, f c,). Rewriie the 
scheme as 
X n+l = Xn -ancilMn -anc,‘Zti (1.1) 
where 
M, =M(X, -c,)-M(X, +c,) 
andZ,=Z(X,--c,)-2(X. +,)withZ(x)= Y(x)-M(x).ThusZ, isamartingale 
difference sequence w.r.t. the u-algebras 9, generated by X,. 
Suppose it is shown that Xn 4 a.s., then it can also be expected that 
M&,(X,, - 8)) + Q! 1 (if M is differentiable cy1 = -2M”(0) > 0). Thus to investigate 
the asymptotic behaviour of Xn we are led to consider the sequence U,, defined by 
u n+l = Un -alanUn -a&‘Z,, UO = 0 a.s. (1.2) 
Now setting v,, =$(l--cylas) we see that U,,+l/~~+r is a martingale so that the 
asymptotic behaviour of Un is easily deduced from the well-known CLT, LIL for 
martingales. (The IP is discussed in a moment.) These results are the subject of 
Section, 3. Finally we deduce the behaviour of X, from that of V, by simply disposing 
of the difference D, which obeys 
D n+l =Xn+l- U,,+l- 8 = (1 -Q1an)Dn -an Snc,’ 
where S,, = 8(X, -c,,, 6) -8(X, + cn, @), with 8(x, 69 defined by 
M(X) - a0 - (cu~/~)(x - e)* + 6(x, e). 
Thus, e.g., for the CLT it will do to show 
lim E IDnlcJ Ja,+ 0. 
It will be shown later that lthe asymptotic variance of Un is of order a& SO that 
we can expect Q, = c,V,/& to obey a CLT. Turning now to investigate an IP 
for Q,, multiply through (1.1) by c,+l/JT n+l and find after some manipulation 
(for details see the opening lines of the proof of Theorem 3.1) 
(1.3) 
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whereK,+K=2cul-h; ?~=C~a,;dr~=I,-?*_l=a~ whiledU’,= W,,-W,_, 
with W,, = c; vG&. 
Thus E( W:) = 0~7, ((r2 = var (2,)) so that W, ‘looks like’ a Wiener process on 
a time scale rn. Then Qn begins to resemble the output of a stochastic differential 
equation. It is these heuristic considerations that will be formalized in the IP, 
There are in fact two ways to formulate an IP for Qn (according to choices of 
arrays of martingale difference sequences): one is to derive the IP from an IP for 
the martingale V,+i/lr,+i - this is the type of result stated by McLeish [ 131 and 
Kcrsting [8]; the other approach (cf. the heuristic discussion above) follows from 
an IP for W, and has been given by Kushner [9] and Ibragimov and Khas’minskii 
[7] for a maximum likelihood estimator. It is the second form of the IP that will 
be stated here. Briefly, the author feels it to be a more natural form of 1P given 
the difference equation nature of the SA schemes. 
The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Assumptions are 
gathered in Section 2. The stochastic difference equation results are stated and 
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 contains theorems for the stochastic approximation 
schemes. In Section 5 some extensions of the results of Section 4 are discussed. 
Finally proofs are given in Section 6 (stochastic difference equation) and Section 
7 (stochastic approximation). 
2. Conditions 
The first set &Df assumptions will be required particularly for the CLT and IP for 
V,, the output of the stochastic difference equation 4.1.2). 
(A) ZTa, = 00, a, + 0 and either c,, = 1 V n or else c,, + 0 in which case a,& + 0. 
Suppose also 
(B) There is a random variable 2 with E 2’ < 00 and for some c < m, V ~2 P(IZ, 12 
xliF’)~c P(~Z(ZZX)VX. Notice that sup,E(Zz I@,,)<m. 
(C) plim E(Z: ISn) = n2 = lim E(ZE). 
(D) lirnb(%>-l)=l whereO~h~2a~,c,,/c,,+~-,l,a,/a,,~+1. 
n II + 
The next set of conditions is applicable to the LIL for the sequence Un: 
(A’) &~,,=a, c,,=lVrzorc,-+O, 
a. 
iim a,/& = 0, &z; <(Jo. 
1 1 
(E) ~cl~~(z~r(lz.l<slJ))<~ forsomeS>O. 
(F) ~~,E(~Z,(I(IZZ.I~EJ~))(.~~ V E Xl. 
1 
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0f course the above condition,; will also be required for the SA theorems. For a 
isecond form of the LIL for Un, the following two conditions are used. 
W) sup E(]Z,l”‘V I9J < 01 for some 7 > 0. 
n 
The following conditions are for the KW scheme (cf. [16] and [S]). 
(Bl) .M is a Borel-measurable function with a unique maximum at x = 8 and 
voct()qct2<00 
inf 
OCECrt~,t*~lIX--t3llt:! 
(X - 8){M(x -E) -M(x+E)}&-l~O. 
AlsoV~ andsomeD1,DZ)OIM(x+1)-m(x)l<D1+D21.Y1. 
(m), (B2)” VxM(x)=cwo -(a1/4)(x-8)*+8(x, 0) where a+O, for (B2)” 
SIX, 0) = 0(1x - el’) as x - 8 + 0, fcj (B2) 6(x, e) = (Y~Ix - e12+p +0(1x - e)12+@) as 
x - 6 + 0 for some finite cy2 and some p > 0. 
(B3) For some co > 0 3 Ki, K2 V c with 0 Cc 5 co 
(B4) V7))03~(f7)Vc’withOscr~(rl)andtlxwithIx-.el<c, 
Is(x-C, e)-s(x+c, e)lc-‘+x-el. 
(B5) (a) sup, ElZ( x j12+‘1 < 00 for some 7 > 0, 
(b) lim x+e,a+G E(Z(x - a) --2(x * a))* = u*. 
For the ILIL for the KW scheme two additional conditions will be needed: 
(B6) lim ci/f~!j’~+‘) < 001, p as in (B2) 
(B7) ly” a(3+2fl)/(2+p)c-2 
rl ;: n <m, /3 as in (B2). 
3. Limit behaviour of stochastic difference equations 
The idea of the pl*esent approach is to first prove Un 5 9 and a CLT, LIL, IP 
for Un and then use these results to obtain the corresponding results for the SA 
scheme. 
Theorem 3.1. CLT for the solution to a stochastic difference equation . Suppose Z,, 
is a markgale difference sequence w.r.t. some increasing sequence of a-fields 9$, 
and let Ufi be the solution cf the stochastic difference equation (1.2). Then under 
conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) 
Qll 
2 
= c, u&an - Q - N(0, (T2/K) 
where _kK = 2al -A. 
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Corollary 3.1’. Condition (B) may be replaced by the stronger (B’). 
Theorem 3.2. LIL for a stochastic difference equation (sde). Let U,, be the solutiort 
of the sde (1.2), then under conditions (A’), (C), (D), (E), (F) 
lim c,UJ(a,&)“2 = +a/ JK a.s., 
lim cJYn/(an$J’2 = -a/&? a.s., 
where &, = 2 log log ii, f’, = (a2/K)a,c,2 e2alYn-2v and r,, = En a,, with u = 
lim(log 71-, +(Y~T~) or lim_ w,, ecy17n = eV and rn = ny (1 -Lylas). 
Corollary 3.2’. Conditions (E) and (F) may be replaced by conditions (IS’), (Cc;). 
We turn now to the IP. First we give an IP for WI2 and then via summation by 
parts and the continuous mapping theorem [2, Therem 5. l] we obtain the IP for 
Q,. However, the other type of IP could be derived just as well. 
Let W(t) denote a Wiener measure of variance u2 on DIO, 11, the space of all 
functions on [0, l] that are right continuous and have left-hand limits [2, Chapter 
31. Define 
k, (t) = sup (m : TV+,,., - T,, 5 t}. 
Theorem 3.3. DejSne W, as in (1.5). Then under conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) 
W n+&,(t) - w, 1 W(t). 
Corollary 3.3’. The result holds with (B) replaced by (B’). 
Remark. It is also proved in Section 6 that under conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) 
(Qn, Wn+k,(r) - Wn) *(Q, W(t)) V t in [0, 11, 
with Q and W(t) independently distributed. 
Recalling the definition of Q, in (1.3) we are led to introduce Q(t) the continuous 
Gaussian process on D[O, l] given by 
Q(t) = eSKf12Q +X(t), 
I 
I 
X(t) = e-K1’2 eKs’2 d W(s), 
0 
where Q represents the limit Gaussian distribution of Theorem 3.1. Following 
Billingsley [2, Theorem 19.31 X(t) is the unique continuous Gaussian process on 
DIO, l] with 
X(0) = 0 a.s., E(X(t)) = 0, 
SAf 
eK’ dr e-K.s/2a 
* ) 
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In view of the remark following Corollary 3.3’, Q(t) is well defined. From Theorem 
3.3 the following result can be obtained. 
Theorem 3.4. Under conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) 
0 n+k,(t) =+ Q(t). 
4. Limit theorems for stochas!:ic approximation 
We begin with the following well known strong convergence result. 
Theorem 4.1 (Dvoretsky [3]). If supx var (Y(x)) < 00, then for KW under (Bl), (A’) 
Xn -, 8 a.s. 
To prove the CLT/IP/LIL however, some other convergence results are needed 
via the stronger condition (B3). 
Theorem 4.2” .For KW with (B3) and with supx var (Y(x)) < const. < 00 as well as 
condition (A) we have 
plim (X, -- 0) = 0. 
Remark A theorefm close to this one has appeared in [14, p. 94 and p. 1001. 
The basic idea now is to subtract from the SA scheme a term that obeys the 
desired limit law and use essentially deterministic limit theory to show the remainder 
to be asymptotically negligible. 
RecaY then expression (1.2) 
dp n+l =X,*+1- 8- Un+l =(f-~lan)D,-an S,c,‘. 
In view of Theorern 3,1, for the CLT it vii11 do to show 
lim E ID, Icn IJa,+ 0, 
while, from Theorem 3.4, the IP will certainly follow if 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
This will clearly follow if cn IDn I/& J+ 0 which will follow from (4.2). From 
Theorem 3.2 we reed rn ID,.J/~+ 0 ZLS., for the LIL. 
eorem 4.3. For KW under dBZ)*, (B3), B4), (B5) and (A), (D) 
n = c,, <A -@)I& -% 
m+k,(r) (t) of Theorem 3.4, 
where A = lim a,’ :c~+~a,c,*a~~l - 1). 
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Remark. If only (Bl) holds rather than (B3), then a.s. convergence of X,, - e is 
required to derive the CLT/IP. Such a result follows by the sa.me argument as in 
[16, p. 380 and p. 3861. 
Theorem 4.4. (LIL). For KW wit/z (E), (B3), (B4), (BS), (B6), (B7) together with 
conditions (A’), (D) it follows that 
lim,limc,(X*-e)jJa,+, = -i&K, -+c/JK respectively 
with $,, as in Theorem 3.2. 
5. Some extersions 
The above limit laws do not hold when 2al -A 5 0, and Major and Rev&z fl l] 
gave some results in this case (for the Robbins-Monro scheme with a,, = l/n). It 
is not hard to intuit the results for general sequences. If 2ari = A it can be shown 
that [18] 
c,U,JJa, r,, + N(0, a*)* 
If lim 2a1 dw,lw,+lan = -p c 0 where w, = ci/a,,, then it can be shown that 
e ~~~n’*c,,~,,/Ji& o as. 
To prove these results for SA schemes it is necessary to weaken condition (B3) to 
(B3’) of Sacks [16, p. 3861. 
So far as multidimensional SA is concerned the results obtained will hold under 
the natural multidimensional extensions of the conditions (Al)-(A4), (B l)-( B3) 
as in [16, Section 51. However, in expressions uch as 
M(x) = B(x - 19) +6(x) 
Sacks assumed B to be positive definite. We can relax this assumption. We will 
deal with a vector sequence Un defined by 
U n+i = U,, - anBnUn + an&l , t&=0 as. 
Now we can deduce the vector version of the CLT, Theorem 3!,1, by showing it 
for a’ Uq, for an arbitrary fixed vector To see what the limit covariance tnatrix 
is, call L) and take variances to find 
+l=O(a2,)+(1+O,(l))a,rr+ - LlW)‘~ 
where A, = a,’ (c~+1c,2a,a,~I - 1) -9 a and 
be shown (via a vector FVT) that, provided 
which is the positive definite matrix satisfying 
(x)2’(x)]. Then it can 
ability matrix, 
For the SA results, 
(Xn - 8)* replaced by ( 
expression of the form (7.2) will hold with 
). Als:, we can investigate the vector analogue 
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of (4.1) successfully by considering /I&& and using the scalar FVT. Similar results 
to thle above have been obtained for RM with a,, = n -A by Nevelson and Khasminskii 
[ 141 and also Walk [20] by rather lest clear argument and under more restrictive 
conditions. 
6 Proofs of theorems on stochastic difference equations 
Where proofs are not given completely, details c2.n be fnund in [18]. Some of 
the subsequent proofs hinge on the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1 (Final Value Theorem (FVT)). Let a,, be a sequence of positive constants 
witha,+OandC~a,=~.Leta+Oand 
5 n+~ = (1 -wan)& +b,. 
Then, provided bo < 00, 
if the right-hand limit exists. 
Proof. Denote nn+l =ny (l- alas). The conditions on a, ensure ~T,~?+w [l, p. 
) 10421. Divide the & equation through by r,, and sum up: 
Next, by the discrete I/Hospital rule (a special case of the Toeplitz lemma [1, pp. 
414-415-J), 
if this limit exists. 
ema& (1) If vn is a sequence of nondecreasing positive norming constants, then, 
pr,ovided cyr > A = lim ((rjn+l/vn)- 1)/a,, 
lim P&n = (al - A)-l lim Yn+ Ib,la,. 
(2) We remark for future reference that the discrete L’Hospital rule used 
ir of of Lemma 6.2 can haid for convergence in probability. Thus if 
be, (S, -S,.,+)/(b, -- b,._I)l <L c 00, L a constant, then plim &lb, = 
p’lim (sn -Sn-l)/(bn -bn-1) (6, a sequence of constants). 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Multiply through (1.1) by c~+&u,,+~ to find (1.3): 
da,+1 = --&a, dr,, + d W, 
where 
dQ,++l = Q,,+I - Qm d7, = ?n - rn--I, dW, = W, - W,,+ 
K~=2alw,-(wZ,-l)Ja,-~(~~,,-l)*/a,, 
with 
n 
761 = c a,, w, =i Ja, w,z,, 
1 1 
M’n = cn+&‘/(a,a&)“* 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
According to condition (D) 7~;~ --) 1 zwd (w 2, - 1)/a, + A so that ( wn - 1)*/a,, + 0. 
Thus, K, -, K = 2cq - X. Next call P,, = ny (1 --&as) (note Pm&O) and sum (1.3) to 
obtain 
Q N+n = PN+J’G~QN +PN+~ i J’Gis dWN+s- (6.4) 
1 
In particular (recalling, in (1.2), Uo = 0 a.s.) write 
Q,, =fXns (6Sa) 
where 
Xrls = PnPSi Ja,w,z,. (6.5b) 
We now apply the array CLT of Scott [17, Theorem 2, Condition (B)] to the 
martingale difference array (X,,, 9s_l). Observe that 
k,(l) 
vn = c mek Pi-l) 
obeys 
1 
vn+l = (1 -&na,)2v, + ~w~a~E(Z~ I%,)* 
Thus applying FVT, FVT(2) and condition (C) yields 
vn + a*/K. 
The Linde‘berg condition gives 
Since P&O it will CIO to show 
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If we show as. convergence here, then observing P,’ -Pi!1 = -&,a,P,’ ensures, 
by the discrete L‘Hospital rule, that this result follows from 
E(Zfl(JZ,12r~2/a,)I~~)~0 a.s. 
since ws + 1. Consider that this gives 
c 
00 
E2/aliB(Z~ ZEZJas IS.)+ _ W: ~y)l%) dy 5 
which has 
JE L/Q, 
I 
cm 
=3z2/a,P(Z2 r E2/as) -t c 
E 2/as 
W2 2 Y) dy (by W 
=cE[Z21(Z2= E2/a,)1, 
limit zero since E(Z2) < 00. 
Proof of Coadlwy 3.1’. It is enough to observe that 
E(Z f z ~~~~~ 19”) 5 (as/E2)“‘2E(Zf+” r: e2/a,) I%!.) 
I(a,lE2p2 sup E(Z2,‘” IPn) + 0. 
n 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.. Now from (1.1) S, = UJ7,’ is an M.G. w.r.t. gn* Denote 
sf = var (Sn), CT: = var (V,) and observe 
Snlsn = UI/~PI = tU,Cnl&iJ(a,Cnl&Jvl~ 
The FVT( 1) ensures 
t.T;Cz/ Qn + 1 (6.6a) 
Next observe that 1: ai 6 00 so w.l.o.g. take &la,, < 3. However, the fact that 
]log(l+x)-+x2 for]x]<i 
ensures CT llog (1 -alak)+alak] < 00. Thus Y in Theorem 3.2 exists .or log I7”, + 
2ar 17, -, 2v, or observing 
$5, = &;2 (6.6b) 
we see 
log &log s: -+ 1, log s: + 00, 
so 
log log &/log log #F: + 1. 
for &Cn (a log log $‘,)-I S from a LIL for Sn(Sn log log S$)-‘. 
we need the conditions of e and Scott [6]. If we denote 
Un+l = Sn+* -Sn = anC~lnn,:l (6.6c) 
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they are 
(1) CT ~;~E(~~l()u,l <as,)) < 00 for some 6 > 0, 
(2) c;sz E(lu,ll(lUnIe&Sn))<OOtl E >o, 
(3) G2 c; u; + 1 a.s. 
First these conditions are replaced. Indeed (2) is implied by 
(2’) C; s,~E(u;I(~u,~ 2 ES,)) c 00 kf E >o- 
This follows since (2’) exceeds 8 times (2) (recall that an indicator function equals 
its square). Next it is shown that (l), (2’), (3 j may be replaced by (1) (2’), (3’): 
(3’) s,*Cy E(u~ I gkel) -) 1 a.s. 
Clearly (3) is implied by (3’) together with 
S,* -E(& (9k-l))+0 as. 
Denote 
Ulk = UkI(IUkI S ask), U2k = ukP((uk( =” sskb 
Then it is required to show 
n 
Si2 ~(u:~-E(U:~I%-~))+O a% 
S,* ~E(U;&&&o as. 
Now the first limit holds if P(&fk # ulr; i CL) - - 0. But by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
this is equi!valent to 
IIowever consider that 
(l&~>&,)df (ui 2: 6:2s2,) + f si2 J 
00 
1 1 
s*s2 n 
= $ ~,~E(u;I(lulz as,,)) < 00 (by (2)). 
The second limit holds by Koimogorov’s strong law for martingales if 
i s,~E(u~,)<~ which is just (1). 
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Ihe third limit holds by Kronecker’s lemma if 
~s,2E(U:.l%ACoo, 
which holds, by the lemma in [lo, p. 803 if 
g s,2E(iu$n) < 00 which is (2’). 
To complete the proof recall (6.6) to see (l), (2’) + (E), (F), while, via (6.6) and 
the discrete L’Hospital rule, (3’) is implied by (B). 
Proof of Corollary 3.2’. E(24,I(lZ,I<S/J~))1const. E(~~+“)u~““‘~. Thus (E) 
is implied by (B), (G). For (F), 
E(Z:I(pnI > E/Ja,)) a5(22,‘“)a:‘2, 
so that (F) follows from (B’), (G). 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. This is obtained by checking the conditions of M&e&r. 
[12, Theorem 3.81 for the triangular array D,~ = &Zn+i~n+i with increasing 
cr-fields 9n.i = &+i+i. It is helpful to note that, since a,, + 0 
c &+i = Tn+k,(t)-7n -+ ta 
i=&,(t) 
Corollary 3.3’ is also easily verified. 
Braof of remark following Corollary 3.3’. The result follows from the IP for 
martingale difference arrays of Scott [17, Theorem 21. Let cy, p be fixed arbitrary 
scalars. Introduce 
Y n& = tix,+I(k 5 a) i- &I(rl < k 5 k,(t) + n) 
where Xn& as defined in (6Sb) while 
& = &%&u$. 
Then ( Y& &) is a martingale difference array and we have already shown 
Qn =ix,q& + Q (Theorem 3.1), 
1 
n+k,(r) 
1 tkl(n <k 5 k,(t)) + w(t) (Theorem 3.3). 
Now by applying [17, Theorem 2, Conditions (C)] the result follows if we show 
n+k,(t) 
c &(k %z)l(n < k 5 n + k,(t)) 5 0. 
is su is clearly identically zero. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.4. Sum by parts in (6.4) noting that 
to see 
P,' -P,l1 = -&,a,P,’ 
Q N+n =PN+~PG~QN+WN+~ 
n 
+$PN+~ CPI;~+,WN+~-IKN+S h+s +N+JCWN- 
Noting that P;;‘,,, -Pi? & K y lV+SaN+SP&!+S ve have 
Q N+n= PN+~P;;'QN+~~N+~-WN 
+iPN+n i KN+~&+~(~N+~-I - wN> dTN+s 
1 
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Derlote now CN(t) = P~+k~ttjPj: and W&f) = W~+k~(t)- WN and rewrite this 
(neglecting terms such as WN - WN-1 = Ja,ZNwN that vanish in probability in the 
‘sup’ norm) as 
J 
t 
Q N+k&) = c,(f)QdO)+ wN(f)+i &+&&,)&(t)CiJ1 (s )!Nh (s) ds. (6.7) 
0 
Notice QN(0) * Q --N(0, c2/K). This is just the CLT, Theorem 3.1. Also straight- 
forward argument slhows 
N+kN~,, N+k, 
c a, --‘) t, C a:+0 
N N 
and these imply 
CN(t)-e-Kc’2 + 0 uniformly in t as N + 00. 
Now Theorem 3.3 and the continuous mapping theorem imply 
Q N+kN(t) - cN(t)QN(o) + x(t) = e-Kt’2 
J 
’ eKsj2 dV, ts). 
0 
Then the remark following Corollary 3.3’ ensures 
QN+kN(r) * Q(t) = eMKt12Q +x(t). 
roximation scl wmes 
The following version of the martingale convergence theorem (MGCT) vc ill be 
used. 
e8te *. If ,F,, is an increasing sequence of aT-ailgebras 
and T’, cy,,, ,&, y,, are non-negative 9$-measurable random variates with 
E(T,+1l~~)(Tn(l+p,,)-ff,+y,. (7.1) 
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Then 
W W 
CP 
n <oo, C yn a0 as. 
1 1 
ensures T, + T as. a finite random variable and c: cy, < 00 a.s. 
Proof, The conditions on Pn ensure P, = nr (1 + &) has a finite positive limit as. 
Thus we need only consider 
where, dashed quantities were found by division by Pn+ 1. Now E( Tk+l I&) C= 
Tk + yl and according to an exercise in [15, p, 341 CT & < 00 as. ensures WL + W’ 
a.s. Now call aIn = Cy a! : so that 
E(TL+I +a,+aI%+ TL +a,+& 
The same result ensures IV; + a, -) W” so the result c;” cy, < 00 a.s. fokws. 
Remark. It is well known that for cy, 2 0 a.s. 
: E(a,) em * fan coo a.s. [lO,p. 801. 
1 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Consider the general expression (1.1) 
X n+l-.0=Xn-8-anMnci1 -anc,lZ,. 
For KW with (E.3) we find 
(7.2) 
Let v,, be ?n increasing sequence of positive numbers with V, j’ 00, then we have 
t?le following lemma. 
emma 7.1. For KW with (B3) if sup, var( Y(x)) ec em and if (A) holds and if 
the un sequence is chosen uo ensure 
I = lim (vn+l Jv, - 1)/a, -3K1, (7.3) 
then 
lim v,E (X, - 8)* 5 c(2& -2)-l lim 8+&2,/a,). 
. Take expectations in (7.2) and apply FVT(3). 
(continued )e In Lemma 7.1 set v,, = 1 to conclude convergence 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. In view of the discussion in Section 4, Theorem 3.1 
(Corollary 3.1’) and Theorem 3.4 it is enough to show 
plim E(Zi 19,) = cr2 = lim E(Zi) 
(where Pn are the a-fields generated by X,) and lim E ID,&,&& 0. Take 
moduli through (4.1), then expectations, and apply FVT(2,3) (noting 
liim ~,+~a,c~‘a~:r =I because of (D)). We see 
1 
lim E ~D,,Ic,,,%&s (al -&-’ lim --& -a,E IS,JC,~. 
J a, an 
Consider 
cnE(c,l IS,I)/Ja,= E(G114$(lXn - @l<c,))cn/Ja, 
+ E(c,’ IS,$(IX, - @I> c,))G/&. 
IS(x -c,e)-S(X+C, 8))~-'1+-el forlx-elcc. 
Also by (B3) and the definition of 8(x, e), 
(~(x-~,e)-S(x+c,e)lc-'s(K:~+a~)l~-el, 
thus 
c,E(c;~ Is,, II/&s $!$L - eh,l~~ 
+ (K2 + al)E(IX, - el(c,/G)I(JX, - 81 > Cd> 
+E(X,, - ej2&2, 
+ (K2+at)JEfX, - e)2&h,JP(lXn - el> Cd, 
but +q is arbitrarily small, lim E(X,, - @)‘/a,, < CCJ and, by Lemma 7.1, 
E) + 0 so the result follows if cn + 0. 
We now show plim E(& I Pn) = a2 = lim E(Zi). Consider 
= (E(Z2(X,) IXn) -u2)1(IX, -@ICE) 
(7.4) 
Now by @S)(b) the first term has modulus bounded by 
where q(~) -O(E). However E is arbitrary and this term may be dispensed with. 
The second term is bounded by (from ( 
(a2 + c)I(IX, - e) > E) for some constant 6. 
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And since E(I(IX, - @I> E)) = P(lX,, - @I&) + 0 this term has plim zero. We conclude 
plim E(ZE 1 Sn) = c2. Next take expectations and then moduli in (7.4) to see 
IWZ2W”N -“I ~E{l~(~2(~~~.)Ix,)-~211(jx~ -fwE)I 
+ (c + cr2)P(1x, - el> E) 
s7J(&)+(c-t(r2)P((x~-8~>E), 
anId we conclude lim E(%i) = o2 as above. 
Remark. If only (Bl) holds rather than (B3), then a.s. convergence of X,, - 8 is 
required to derive the CLT. This follows by the same argument as in [16, p. 380 
and p. 3861. 
Before proceeding to prove a IIL (Theorem 4.4) we need an a.s. convergence 
result as contained in the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.2. Let v, be a nondectzasing sequence of positive numbers for which (7.3) 
holds as well as (A”) x:y v,a”,cJ ’ cm, then, for KW with (B3), (A’), (B) 
v,(Xn - eJ2 + 0 a.s. 
Proof. With conditions (A”), (B) MGCT* implies 
00 
C vnanWn --19)~<~ a.s. 
1 
as well as v,(X, - 19)~ + T a.s. a finlie r.v. Now recall x: a,, = 00 and applying the 
discrete L’Hospital rule to see 
0 = lim i a&X, - S)2 2 as = lim a,v,(X,, - ej2/a, = T. 
1 I a 
Proof sf Theorem 4.4. In view of Theorem 3.2 it is enough to show 
and lim E(Zi IP,,) = a2 = lim E(Z~). 
Given the a.s. convergence of X,, - 8 from Theorem 4.1 this second requirement 
follows exactly as in [16,3.14] from (BS). 
Now take moduli in (4.1) and apply FVT(2,3) (noting that (D) implies 
lim cn+Ia,cila& = 1) to see 
lim c,IDJ/J& ( a1 -$)I’ lim (c,/JZ)a,‘a,c,‘l&l 
= (0~ -$A)-’ lim IS,l/Ja,. (7.5) 
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For MW from (E) the limit in (7.5) vanishes if each of 
lim IXn - 812/a A’(2+8), IXn - 6+,/a f1’(2+p), 
vanishes. They do if (B6) holds and if the first limit vanishes, and the first limit 
vanishes by Lemma 7.2 when (B7) holds. 
Remark. If a, = A/n, c,, = n-” = 1, then (B6) holds if y >d while (B7) holds if y < $ 
(cf. PI)* 
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